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The SPA at New York's Plaza Athenee offers
complimentary eye treatment with a 60-minute facial.

Free eye collagen treatment with 60-minute facial

To celebrate moms and dads, the SPA at New York’s Plaza Athenee  will offer
a complimentary eye collagen treatment with booking of a 60-minute
Valmont facial treatment.

Guests will have the opportunity to discover Valmont’s new hydrating duo
HYDRA3 REGENETIC – the latest powerful product that hydrates in three
dimensions and quenches the thirstiest of skin, leaving it soft, re-plumped
and full of vitality.

 

“Both the hotel and our
partner, Valmont, wanted to
honor both mothers and
fathers this year with an
exciting new gift, as this product line has been overwhelmingly successful,”
explains Sebastian Wurst, Hotel Manager.

 Moms or Dads who reserve their 60-minute Valmont treatment will be
offered this eye collagen upgrade in their respective months.

The Plaza Athénée Spa features four Asian-themed private treatment suites
designed with natural elements – Brazilian Teakwood floors, cabinetry with
ebony finish and bamboo accents, grasscloth wallpaper – offering the
comfort and luxry for which the hotel has become known. 

To maintain an atmosphere of privacy each suite contains a dressing room,
lounge chair for relaxation and a private steam shower.  All of the treatment
rooms offer complete spa services – including massage, facial, body wraps,
reflexology, manicure, pedicure, make up application and a comprehensive
spa menu.  One of the treatment suites is equipped to offer a Thai massage
treatment while another is equipped for couples massage treatments.

 The Plaza Athénée Spa is the only luxury hotel spa in New York City to carry
Valmont, offering guests therapies and treatments that set new standards
of excellence while delivering the utmost in relaxation, revitalization and
rejuvenation.  Created in Switzerland in 1985, Valmont is known for its
scientifically advanced skincare products, incorporating cutting-edge Swiss
technological research and Glacial Spring Water into all of their luxurious
products. 
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1 Comment

I do not even know how I ended up here, buut I thought this post was
good. I don’t know who you aare but certainly you’re going to a famous
blogger
if you are not alrteady 😉  Cheers!
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